DIATONIC 7TH CHORDS (MAJOR) (and minor)

Do this page in all 15 keys; practice different crossover points (string changing); add melodic decoration and “delay” for added interest.

Key of A

↓

1 - SMALL DENSITY - root in bass
2 - MEDIUM DENSITY - root in bass
3 - LARGE DENSITY - root in bass
4 - CLOSE HARMONY - root in bass
5 - 1ST INV. TRIADS

Fill these in...
DIATONIC 7TH CHORDS (MAJOR) (and minor)

Do this page in all 15 keys; practice different crossover points (string changing), add melodic decoration and "delay" for added interest.

Key of A

Fill these in:

- SMALL DENSITY: R in bass
- MEDIUM DENSITY: Root in bass
- LARGE DENSITY: Root in bass
- CLOSE HARMONY: 1st inv. triads

Guitar chord diagrams for each key.